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oppressive monopoly, detrimental to our oversea trade and
" the cause that our merchants are so generally hated".
Moreover, if the Company kept up the price of English com-
modities abroad, the same skill and policy would serve to
keep up the price of foreign commodities at home—to say
nothing of the fact that " upon the arrival of the Merchant
Adventurers* fleet the commodities on the other side are
ordinarily raised at least twenty in the hundred, for so do "
foreign dealers " quit  one  wrong  with  another " x.    This
was probably nearer the truth than the Company's conten-
tion that the paucity of buyers enabled it to buy goods
cheaper abroad and so sell them cheaper at home :   in an
open trade native commodities would command a higher
price and foreign commodities a lower price, because there
would be more English buyers of the one and more English
sellers of the other *.    As to the argument that the price of
our goods abroad would fall if trade were thrown open, since
foreign markets would be overstocked, the fear was considered
ill-founded.    " The merchants must  first  buy their com-
modities at home and where many buyers are wares will
grow dearer 3 ;  and buying dear at home they must sell dear
abroad.    For it is not true that there will be greater glut of
our commodities in foreign parts ;   the sellers will be more
but the wares sold will be much the same. ... It is the
store of the merchandise, not the multitude of merchants,
which doth make things cheaper "„    Besides, when trade
was free, it was to be expected that ' active and industrious
spirits ' would seek out fresh places, make quicker returns,
and ' wind the penny sooner ', so that the danger of an over-
stocked market would be minimized4.    The apprehension
that an open trade in cloth would lower the standard of
quality and ' debase the commodity ' was dismissed as " very
light—experience, the mother of wisdom, showing the con-
1 House of Commons Journals, i. zig.
*	Fortrey, England*s Interest and Improvement (1663), 40-41.    Similar
arguments -were used in the sixteenth century :   Tudor Economic Docu-
ments (ed. Tawney and Power), iii. 268-269.
9 Wheeler had denied this : A Treatise of Commerce (1601), 56.
*	House of Commons Journals, i. 219 ; A Discourse consisting of Motives
for the Enlargement and Freedom of Trade (1645), 25-27 ;  Johnson, A Plea
for Free Men's Liberties (1646).

